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Soph Prom Has Gala Informal in Morsi Hall
Turnermandrochichis Saturday, March 29; Hal Reeves To Play
More news about the Turner-
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The Soph Prom Committee has announced that options for the weekend prom will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, March 26 and 27. A final decision will be announced on Friday, March 29.
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MAN OF THE HOUR
An issue of interest and importance to many will be more long be decided upon by the Senate of the United States. That issue is the confirmation of President Truman's appointment of Dr. Charles F. Lilienthal to the Atomic Energy Commission. At the present moment, there is much doubt as to whether or not the Senate will confirm Lilienthal. Whether two of the three Senators in favor of Lilienthal is uncertain. In this important matter, the three Senators must be considered. The appointment of Lilienthal must be confirmed.

In the case that the Senate confirms the appointment of Dr. Lilienthal, it is true that he is far too significant to be marred by petty party prejudices. The Atomic Energy Commission is so set up and the conditions such that whatever portion of the Senate's members may have already signed up. More seminars are planned for the near future. However, there is no question of to a satisfactory. In all, it's a good step.

The society's proposed magazine will also make a significant change. In the past, posters presenting unbiased views on issues and giving students a chance to write mate-rials. The new student magazine will not carry historical Posters to Technology publications. Much against com-mercialism, engineers are capable of writing worthwhile articles. The new student magazine should be well received by the student body. However, the magazine must have the kind of activity that does not need to advertise itself, and now that it has won a respectable place at Technology. It represents an opportunity that should be considered by all students desiring a chance at higher education in the arts as well as the sciences.
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TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE

The Liberal Arts Society which has existed almost in name only for the last few months, may now as well come on its own to stay somewhere. Moreover, indications are that it is heading in the right direction.

There are many Technology students who keep in touch with the cultural subjects which they all but abandoned upon entering a school for the purpose of technical training. It is hoped that Lilienthal has the capabilities to assume the post, it you feel as strongly about this matter as most ambitious and liberal feel, it is your duty to write your Senator. The con-firmation of Lilienthal represents a vote of confidence for democracy.

W. MARTIN BILLINGS, '49

Letters to the Editor

Walter McPhearson, M.I.T.
Marchester, 13, Massachusetts: 4th

It was with deep regret that I read the report of the implications of the new technology and the effect on our everyday lives. It is a pity that we are not able to appreciate the importance of what is happening in the world. It is one of the things that we should be aware of, as it is happening to us daily.

Finally, there is the omnipotent undercurrent of the racial issue. It is certainly un-worthful and shameful of the highest government body in the state to be concerned with Lilienthal's race. Yet this ugly Gorgon's head has manifested itself in the form of smear cam-paigns upon Lilienthal's personality, evidenced by the application of the new familiar label "Communist."

There is a moral and political way for the stu-dents of Technology to aid in the confirmation of Lilienthal's appointment, endorsed by Presi-dent Truman. That is to write a postcard or a letter to their Senator asking him to vote for Lilienthal. The members of the Senate are not the final analysis as representatives of the people in their state. They must consequently vote the way the people in their state dictates.

It is now up to the constituents to show their stand on this matter. If you have been con-vinced that Lilienthal's appointment should not be appointed, then be a pain.

The appeal, almost a certainty a few weeks ago, is that the Senate will confirm Lilienthal. That Lilienthal has the capabilities to assume the post, it you feel as strongly about this matter as most ambitious and liberal feel, it is your duty to write your Senator. The con-firmation of Lilienthal represents a vote of confidence for democracy.
Section Leaders Are Elected For Freshman Class

Freshman Council Will Elect Three Members To Institute Committee

During the period of the last two weeks, several elections were held for freshman council officers. These section leaders are members of the Freshman Council, which elects three of its members to represent the freshmen during the Institute Committee. The elections of the following section leaders have now been approved by the Institute Committee.

First term section leaders and alternates are: Section 1, John J. O'Driscoll and Pat F. Leney; 2, Marvin Cline and David W. Massey; 3, Arthur J. Ryan and Ray Adams; 4, Richard A. Meyer and Lester W. Smith; 5, George E. Baldwin and Norman Christie; 6, Harry F. Baum and John H. V. Oates; 7, Ballinger and Harvey G. Hewitt; 8, Kenneth M. Roach and O. David; 9, Kathleen M. Black and Robert A. Kovner; 10, John J. Ghazi and Robert A. Brox; 11, Michael Fairbairn and Louis E. Lehman; 12, Daniel C. Fliemker and Fletcher L. Bahrholou; 15, Fred Moore and William B. Bronson; 16, Richard Roncak and Edward Percival; 17, William Hillard and Henderson Cole; 18, George Dickson and David C. Adams; 19, John D. Smith and Frank P. Johnson; 20, Louis Young and Rabbi B. Baisch; 21, Vincent Clum and David L. Sutler; 22, Lester L. deVries and Albert B. Acheson; 23, James A. McMartin and Nick F. Tanen; 24, John H. MacMillen and James D. O'Byrne.
Tankmen Take Win From B. U.

Swimmers Miss First In Our Race

A new Tech record was set in Tech's rout of the B.U. swimmers, the meeting relay team of Frank Manci, Henry Morgan, and Dave Kellom won its event in 3:28.9 minutes. The B.U. swimmers swept to a 58-17 triumph over Tech in Tech's rout of the B.U. swimmers. The nine co-eds set the A.A.'s publicity division on its feet. Also, the seven co-eds garnered a third place for the Engineers.

The Three-Way Tie for First honors, as Reg Stoops winning the 435 MAIN ST.

PAY LESS -- LEARN DANCING BY
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

Take advantage of our 2 for 1 Offer
(Two people for the price of ONE)

"Only a few lessons and you will easily dance the Waltz—Fox Trot—Rhumba—Lindy—Jive and Balboa." OPEN 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Call Today for FREE Dance Analysis
SHIRLEY HAYES DANCE STUDIO
330 Massachusetts Ave., Boston
Near Symphony Hall
Tel. COM. 0620
B. U. Defeats Bucketers By 8 to 4 Count
Next Games At Arena On March 4, 5 Against Boston College & Tufts
BY KARL GOLDBERG
Boston University clinched its first Inter-College Hockey League championship last Saturday night by virtue of a 6-4 win over the Tech sextet. Played at the Boston Skating Club, the game was well attended, with a large body of Tech rooters present. The first stanza saw the Terriers take a commanding lead as they quickly pushed in five goals, with the Beaver skaters seemingly helpless to stop the flood of B. U. scorers. Previewed as a picnic for the powerfully manned Tech sailors, the second stanza saw five additional goals, as the game went into overtime. During the five-minute overtime sticker Nickerson tallied two goals, and with but 5 seconds left in the game, Morton and Ciccone outdid themselves in driving in to outwit the Jumbos and put Tufts in the lead with 2 minutes and 12 seconds of play in the fourth stanza. Everything depended on this 2-point victory against Tufts, a smaller team with less outstanding record during 1946. The point total should set the stage for the many events. The Terriers will continue to practice in the shells. In the period during which the Charles remains covered with ice, the oarsmen will continue their daily practices indoors in the rowing machines.

Evans Elected '47 Commodore
Sailing Team Praised At Nautical Dinner
At the M.I.T. Nautical Association dinner held last Friday, Ralph G. Evans '47, was elected commodore for the 1947 sailing season. Other new officers elected are Richard Weiss '47, Vice-Commodore; Philip M. Bridges '48, Secretary; and John Badie '48, Treasurer. Three men, John Renneck, Richard Werrell, and Richard McCullough '48, were elected members-at-large of the executive committee.

Red Cross Instruction
To Be Given At Pool
A Red Cross combined Senior and Instructor Course open to any and all eligible persons will be held at the Alumni Pool as follows: March 13, Beginners, 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.; March 14, Intermediate, 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.; March 15, Advanced, 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.; and March 16, Refresher. Registration costs 25 cents for each class. Ten minutes will be allotted to each swimmer to demonstrate the necessary skills before entering the pool. Registration forms may be obtained at the Alumni Pool office or the Red Cross Office. For further information, call the Athletic Office at Ext. 2322.

Tech Defeats Tufts Five During Overtime, 62-60, In Season's Last Game
Tech Represented In L.C.A.A. Meet
Five Men Battle For Places On Relay Team

Tech's entry in the ICMA college championships to be held in Madison Square Garden during the last week of February, will consist of Harald Gregersen '47, who will enter the 600-yard sprint and a four-man entry for the two mile relay. Gregersen is expected to be one of the best, with the greatest number of men in history having entered for the many events. Harald Gregersen has been on the sideline of the relay team this winter season and should have a fair chance to pain in this event. Five men are fighting for the four positions on the two mile relay. With Captain Henry Hamlin's boys muscles getting back into shape, he has to compete with Randall Cle- white, Mark Kirchner, W. E.車, and Douglas Williams for a chance to run. Each of these men is capable of running the half mile in about two minutes flat which should make the relay one of the best of the meet.

The most adored with B.U. College for last Saturday was conducted because of the adverse weather conditions. Next Monday the final competition will start.

Red Cross Instruction To Be Given At Pool
A Red Cross combined Senior and Instructor Course open to any and all eligible persons will be held at the Alumni Pool as follows: March 13, Beginners, 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.; March 14, Intermediate, 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.; March 15, Advanced, 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.; and March 16, Refresher. Registration costs 25 cents for each class. Ten minutes will be allotted to each swimmer to demonstrate the necessary skills before entering the pool. Registration forms may be obtained at the Alumni Pool office or the Red Cross Office. For further information, call the Athletic Office at Ext. 2322.

Raleigh '903' New Brand! New Toast! New Freshness! Marked by the revolutionary new '903' packaging process, Raleigh is the new toast in cigars. A cigar that is longer, smoother, milder, better all the way through, Raleigh will become your favorite instantly.

If It's Record-We May Have It! STUDENTS — ATTENTION! INLAND Record Center 1290 Boylston St. (Near Clarendon St.) Opens Thursday, April 2

E. D. ABBOTT CO. PRINTERS
For All Your Printing Needs
181 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
Newspaper, Book, and Magazine
Arra Wood, First Prize Winner in 1947
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The Radio Shack
167 Washington St.
CAP. 6522
Prof. Greene To Give Talk Today

Professor William C. Greene, department of English and History, will put forth his viewpoint on armament control and the results of an opposite policy. The lecture, entitled "Dismantle or Die," is to be presented by the Lecture Series Committee this afternoon at 5:00 p.m. in Room 1-190.

Next Friday this group will sponsor an address by Father Gerald Walsh, professor of philosophy at Fordham University. The emphasis of this talk will be on questions of world morality as they are seen through the eyes of the Church, and he will set forth the beliefs of the Church as to the road to be followed in order to return to Christian ethics.

WMT Program Schedule

Monday, March 3
5:00--Boyer Band Parade
5:30--On The Town
8:00--Sibelius - Symphony No. 1 in E minor
10:00--Shaw's Piano Concerto No. 1
10:55--10:50 News
11:00--SMUSIC IMMORTAL

Tuesday, March 4
5:00--Boyer Band Parade
5:30--On The Town
8:00--Mendelssohn - Midsummer Night's Dream: Excerpts
10:00--Prokofieff - Symphony No. 5
10:55--10:50 News
11:00--SMUSIC IMMORTAL

Wednesday, March 5
5:00--Boyer Band Parade
5:30--On The Town
8:00--Saint-Saens - Carnival of the Animals
9:00--The Concert Hall: The Four Seasons of Thomas Spencer
10:00--Ravel - Daphnis and Chloe Suite No. 2
10:55--10:50 News
11:00--SMUSIC IMMORTAL

Thursday, March 6
5:00--Boyer Band Parade
5:30--On The Town
8:00--Offenbach - The Grand Duettist
9:00--The Concert Hall: excerpts from Verdi's La Traviata
10:00--Mendelssohn - Symphony No. 4 in A minor
10:55--10:50 News
11:00--SMUSIC IMMORTAL

Friday, March 7
5:00--Boyer Band Parade
5:30--On The Town
8:00--K. J. Barrows - Articles of the Animals
9:00--The Concert Hall: excerpts from Verdi's Nabucco
10:00--Tchaikovsky - Symphony No. 6 in B minor
10:55--10:50 News
11:00--SMUSIC IMMORTAL

Saturday, March 8
5:00--Boyer Band Parade
5:30--On The Town
8:00--The Concert Hall: excerpts from Verdi's Aida
9:00--The Night Owl

# always Milder
# Better Tasting
# Cooler Smoking

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD
All Over America - CHESTERFIELD is Tops!

HOAGY CARMICHAEL
FAMOUS COMPOSER, PIANIST AND SINGER, ONE OF THE STARS IN SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S SMASH HIT PICTURE "THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES"

PROF. DE SANTILLANA WILL SPEAK ON PALESTINE

With the view of presenting America's political position in relation to the over-all world problem now coming to the fore in Palestine, the Hillel IZFA will present Professor George de Santillana, department of English and History, on the topic "America's Responsibility to Palestine." The lecture is to take place this afternoon at 5:30 P.M. in Room 6-126.

Professor de Santillana has on previous occasions professed a Zionist attitude. His feeling is that Palestine is essentially a world problem, not merely Britain's, and that America should take an active interest in the situation.

Basketball

(Continued from Page 5)
man center Lou Morton has played consistently superior ball in controlling the boards and in starting to connect with beautiful hook shots from under the boards demonstrated by his earning second honors with 15 points in the Tufts game. Jim Madden has added height to the small team and press
When fire broke out in Archbold gymnasium at Syracuse University, Tom Decker, pronunciation director of the school radio station, was on hand to get an on-the-spot-interview with Fire Chief Frank Savage. Replacement value was set at two million dollars. No one was injured in the fire.

Flames spurted from all sides and refused to be controlled as firemen poured water on in vain. In addition to completely destroying the building, more than $75,000 worth of athletic equipment was burned.

The following morning found the building gutted and covered with layers of ice. No sign of fire was reported by the watchman on his 3 a.m. round. The building was ablaze by 6:30 a.m.

'Shug Buggy'

Solving the transportation problem was easy for John Wentworth, electrical engineering student at the University of Iowa. But his answer, the 'Shug Buggy,' brought more problems to university and state officials who did not know how to classify it for registration.

Pauline Marcous gets ready to take off in the modern tricycle.
Unknown trap setters at Michigan State college planned a wet reception for a roommate in the men's dorm, but unknown to them Bill Ochs caught them in the act. The student that got the soaking is also unknown, but at least he will know who did it.

Students at the California Institute of Technology did their best to present a true picture of the "sunshine state" during their annual "Mudeo." Object of the contest was to carry the tire from the middle of the mudhole over the opponents' goal. Biggest job was building the mudhole, some said. Contestants said, "The biggest job was getting the baked mud off."

This modern dance routine entitled "Nightmare" was part of the Junior Show at Mount Holyoke college, South Hadley, Mass. Costumes, songs and settings were all student work.

Following in dad's footsteps, these two University of Kentucky journalism students are shown as they check the first edition as it rolls off the press. Judy Johnson, left, is the daughter of Keen Johnson, ex-governor and writer for the Kentucky Kernel. Nancy Shinick is the daughter of William Shinick, staff writer for the Chicago Tribune. Photos by Harris

British-American goodwill rose several points when Sir John Balfour, British minister to the United States, visited the University of Omaha. After speaking to the student body, he turned down an offer to pose on a soft sofa with the committee. Instead he squatted on the floor and sat on a hard chair. Photo by Oshawa
EXPERIENCE IS THE BEST TEACHER

EXPERIENCE TAUGHT MILLIONS
the Differences in Cigarette Quality

...and now the demand for Camels—always great—is greater than ever in history.

During the war shortage of cigarettes...that's when your "T-Zone" was really working overtime.

That's when millions of people found that their "T-Zone" gave a happy gray to the rich, full flavor and the cool mildness of Camel's superb blend of choice tobaccos.

And today more people are smoking Camels than ever before in history.

But, no matter how great the demand:

Camel quality is not to be tampered with. Only choice tobaccos, properly aged, and blended in the time-honored Camel way are used in Camels.

Your "T-ZONE" will tell you... FOR TASTE... T FOR THROAT... That's your proving ground for any cigarette. See if Camels don't suit your "T-ZONE" to a "T".

According to a recent Nationwide survey:

MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CamelS than any other cigarette

Doctors too smoke for pleasure. And when three independent research organizations asked 113,507 doctors—What cigarette do you smoke, Doctor?—the brand named most was Camel!
While coeds move into the new dorm, student veterans and their families are busy moving into former army barracks which have been set up on campus. But Ted Miles and Hahnfeldt agree, "The army was never like this!" They are on the moving detail while their wives take over the top-kick duties. Lace curtains are next on the list.

Hey, Fella!
Forget Something?

Yes, he did. He has all the equipment. He is on the trail of a good picture. He has a note on what the school paper wants.

BUT he forgot he is also covering the story for Collegiate Digest.

Each and every reader is a CD staff photographer. Why? Because the Digest will pay $3.00 for every campus picture it publishes.

Just remember to include full identification, send in glossy prints at least 3x5 and to get in the name of your school.

Send Photos to Collegiate Digest
18 Journalism Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis 14, Minn.